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In the theory of finite automata minimal inear realizations of automata re 
of great interest. One can show that in the case of autonomous automata 
without output function it is sufficient o find minimal inear realizations of 
special types of automata, namely of permutations and of trees. Deriving this 
result we furthermore get the uniqueness of the minimal linear realization 
of a tree. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most interesting problems of the theory of finite automata is the 
technical realization of an automaton. As a model of a physical switching 
circuit sequential circuits are commonly used. So a realization of an autom- 
aton is an embedding in a sequential circuit. From a technical point of view 
linear sequential circuits appear to be the simplest circuits. An embedding of 
an automaton in a linear sequential circuit is a linear realization. Assuming 
that the cost of a technical realization increases whenever the dimension of 
the linear realization increases, one is interested in constructing linear 
realizations with minimal dimension, so called minimal linear realizations. 
This problem has been discussed by various authors. In Gill [1] the reader 
will find many references. 
Algorithms for finding such minimal linear realizations usually contain 
search programs (Brzozowski-Davis [2]). Therefore, it is very difficult to 
determine minimal inear realizations of automata of great size. 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to autonomous automata nd autonomous 
linear sequential circuits without output functions. We show that it is sufficient 
to find minimal linear realizations for special types of automata, namely for 
permutations and for trees. This result will be derived by using a precise 
analysis of the uniquely determined minimal linear realization of a 
tree. 
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2. AUTONOMOUS AUTOMATA AND AUTONOMOUS LINEAR SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS 
2.1. Fundamental Notions ~ 
An autonomous automaton f is a mapping f of a finite set D(f) into D(f). 
The class of all autonomous automata is denoted by 0[. A homomorphism 
between two autonomous automata f and g--we write 6 :f--+g--is a 








A homomorphism ~ is a monomorphism, if ~ : D(f) ~ D(g) is injective. 
I f~ is bijective, then ~ is an isomorphism and we writef ~ g or f  ~ g. 
The concatenation of two homomorphisms ~ and ~b, denoted by ~ o ~, 
evidently defines a homomorphism. Note that ~ o ~b is a monomorphism if 
and ~ are monomorphisms. 
We write f ~< g if there exists a monomorphism ~ :f--~g. (Sometimes 
we will say: g realizes f.) 
Now we get some trivial statements: 
f ~ f (reflexivity) (2.1.1) 
f ~< g, g ~< f ~ f ~ g (symmetry) (2.1.2) 
f <~ g, g <~ h ~f  ~< h (transitivity) (2.1.3) 
for all f, g, h e 6L 
2.2. Operations between Autonomous Automata 
There are two operations on autonomous automata that are o£ particular 
interest to us: the parallel composition and the sum of autonomous automata. 
Forf, g~6gletf  X g E C/be defined by 
D(f X g) :=  D(f) X D(g) (Cartesian product) 
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and 
( f  Xg)(x,y) :-= (f(x),g(y)) for x~D(f) ,  yeD(g).  
Now assume D(f) o D(g) = ¢ (without loss of generality, for we are only 
interested in isomorphism classes of autonomous automata), then define 
f+g~by 
and 
D(f + g) :=  D(f) t,.) D(g) (disjoint union) 
If(x), 
( f  + g)(x) := {g(x), 
x ~ D(f) 
x ~ D(g) 
for x e D(f) t.) D(g). 
Both operations are (up to isomorphism) associative and commutative, 
furthermore there exist neutral elements e of the operation "×"  and ¢ of the 
operation "+"  which are uniquely determined up to isomorphism. 
For f, g, h e G[ we have the following distributive law: 
( f+g)  ×h~ ( f×h)+(g  ×h).  (2.2.1) 
It is obvious that the cancellation law holds for "+."  An interesting question 
is whether there is a cancellation law that holds for "× ." In a later section 
we shall give such a law for trees. 
Note that "×"  is a direct product and "+"  is a direct sum. As for the 
relation "~"  we have the following statements: 
f ~< f + g for all f, g ~ 0. (2.2.2) 
If  g ~ 6g has a fixed point then f ~< f × g for all f s 0/. (2.2.3) 
2.3. Permutations and Trees 
An autonomous automaton is called a permutation i f f  k is the identity map, 
for a positive integer k; f is called a tree i f f  k is a constant map, for a non- 
negative integer k. I f  f is a permutation, then the smallest positive k for 
which f k is the identity map, is called the period 7r(f) off. I f f  is a tree, then 
the smallest nonnegative k for whichf e is a constant map, is called the height 
H(f) off, the uniquely determined constant is called the basis B(f) off. 
The class of all permutations is denoted by ~,  the class of all trees by ~-. 
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It  is easy to see that the product of permutations i a permutation and that 
the product of trees is a tree, moreover 
f,  g ~ ~ : ~r(f × g) = lem[~r(f), ~r(g)] = ~r(f + g) (2.3.1) 
f, g ~ J" : H ( f  × g) = max{H(f) ,  H(g)}. (2.3.2) 
Note that for f,  g E 0/ 
f <~g, gE~ ~ f~ (2.3.3) 
and 
f <~ g, g e,~- => f eoq-. (2.3.4) 
2.4. Linear Autonomous Automata 
Now let K be a finite field. An autonomous automatonf  is called K-linear 
if D(f) is a vector space over K andf is  a K-endomorphism of D(f). Whenever 
we write dimrc(f), dimK(D(f)) is to be understood. 
The class of all K-linear automata is denoted by ~/c. 
We state now a fundamental theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4.1. For any f ~ ~ there exists l e ~ic which realizes f. 
Proof. Let l E 5¢ x be defined by D(l) = D( f ) . ,  the free K-module over 
D(U), and l(x) = f(x) for x ~ D(f). Then l realizes f. [Note that D(U) is a 
basis of D(f) . . ]  
For a finite set d/l _C 0/and g ~ 0/let us write M/l ~< g i f f  ~ /d  impliesf ~< g. 
Note that l × l' is K-linear if l and l' are K-linear. Then as a corollary of 
Theorem 2.4.1 we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4.2. For any nonempty, finite d/l C 0[ there exists l ~ ~LPI¢ for 
which dg <~ 1. 
Proof. Let f ~< b ,  b ~ 5¢x- Then dCl ~< H:~ l:. 
We call I e ~Jr a K-linear realization of f (or J{) if f ~< l (or ~ ~ l). 
A K-linear realization 1 of f (or d{) is called minimal if f ~< l' ~< l (or 
X/t' ~ l' ~< l), l' e 5q K implies l' ~ l; 1 is called D-minimal if f ~ l' 
(or ~t' ~ l'), 1' e £-e x implies dimK(l) ~< dimK('l). Any D-minimal K-linear 
realization o f f  (or JCl) is minimal. 
3. SKELETONS AND REGULARLY BRANCHED TREES 
3.1. In this section we wish to associate a tree to an autonomous automaton, 
in a canonical way. This construction leads to the most fundamental theorem 
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in this paper, the embedding theorem for trees. This theorem allows us to 
prove that the problem of finding minimal linear realizations of a given 
autonomous automaton can be separated first into the problem of finding 
minimal inear realizations of trees and then into the problem of finding the 
same for permutations. 
Let f•  0/. To x • D(f) we assign an element F(f; x) • Y_+% where 77+ is 
the set of nonnegative integers, in the following way: 
IF(f; x)]~ := ri(f; x) :=  #(f-a(x) nff-~[D(f)]) (i • ~). 
(For a set M, #(M) is the cardinality of M.) 
The skeleton F(f)  of f  is defined by 
which means 
F(f) :----- max F(f; x), 
xeD(f) 
[F(f)]i :=  r i0 e) :=  max ri(f; x) (i • N). 
xeD(f) 
For the skeleton o f f  we have the following lemmata. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let f e 5, then: 
(a) r i ( f )~Y i+l ( f )  > 1 for i=  1,2,3 ..... 
(b) There exists io with rio(f) = 1. 
Proof. Let x, x' • O( f ) .  I f  fi+~(x ') = x, then fi[f(x')] = x, and therefore 
r,(f; x) > ri+~(f; x) for i = 1, 2, 3,.... Now, ri(f) >/ri(f;  x)/> ri+x(f; x) 
for all x e O(f), and hence (a). (b) is evident. 
LEMMA 3.1.2. There holds for f, g e 6~ 
f ~ g ~ F(f)  ~ F(g). 




(1) If ¢ :f--+ g is a monomorphism, then 
¢(f-l(x)) c g-lC¢Cx)) 
for all x e D(f). Furthermore 
¢(f'-l[D(f)]) C gi-l[D(g)]. 
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Hence, 
#((~[ f - - l (x ) ]  f'~ c~(ff-l[D(f)])) < #(g-l[6(x)] n gi-l[h(g)]). 
Since ~ is injective, 
$[f-l(x)] ~ eft(if-liD (f)]) = ,~(f-l(x) nff-![D(f)]). 
It follows that y,[g; $(x)] /> 7~(f; x) for all x ~ D(f); therefore, Yi(g) /> Y{(f) 
for all i. 
(2) Let (x, y) ~ D(f  × g) and (x', y') E ( f  × g)-l(x, y). If there exists 
(x", y") for which ( f  × g)'-a(x", y") = (x', y'), then 
x' e f-l(x), ff-1(x") = x' 
and 
From this we get 
y, ~g-l(y); gi-l(y,,) = y,. 
Yi[f × g; (x, y)] = 7i(f; x)" Yi(g, Y); 
therefore, y,(f × g) = y,( f ) .  Ydg). 
3.2. The skeleton of a finite set d /o f  autonomous automata is given by 
/~(dd) := max F(f). 
f~dll 
To any autonomous automatonfwe ish to associate such a set #-(f) of trees, 
that 
v io l ( f ) ]  = v(f). 
Consider the set D,(f)  C _ D(f) defined by the properties 
f[D~,(f)] = D~,(f) (3.2.1) 
and if D' is a subset of D(f) with (3.2.1) then a' C D,(f). To fe  0/we 
assign f ,  e ~ by setting 
D(f~) := D~(f), f~(x) :=  f(x) for all x ~ D~(f). (3.2.2) 
LEMMA 3.2.2. I f  f, g ~ 0, then 
(1) There exists a tree h for which f ~ h X f~ ; 
(2) ( f×g) ,~f~o ×&, ;  
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(3) (L)~ ~ A ; 
(4) f ~ g =~ f~ ~ g~ ; 
(5) l f  6 : f --+ g is a homomorphism, then ~[D(f~)] C D(g~); 
(6) f~  =>f~ ~f ;  
(7) f~-  ~f~ -~ e. 
We omit the proof because the statements of the lemma are well-known. 
To x e D(f~) we assign a tree f~ by setting 
D(f.) :=  C) [f-J(x) -- D(f~)] u {x} 
j= l  
and 
Now define 
~f(y) for y 4= x, y ~ D(f~), 
A(y) ~x for y = x. 
"-~(f) :=  {f~ ] x ~ D(f.)}. 
Then we get 
LEMMA 3.2.3. For f, g, h c 6~ there holds 
(1) f <~g,~(g) <~ h~( f )  <~h; 
(2) f ~ ~d", g ~ ~, h ~ ~( f  × g) =~ h ~ f; 
(3) I ' l l ( f ) ]  ---- r ( f ) .  
Remark. Let d/ /be a finite set of autonomous automata, then 
(1) d / /~g ~d/ /~:= {f~l fe~} <~g~; 
(2) ~ ~< g, ~-(g) < k ~ ~b := U~ ~( f )  ~< h. 
3.3. Regularly Branched Trees 
Consider a tree f. The ramification V(f) ~ N °° o f f  is given by 
[V(f)]i :=  v~(f):= max #[f- i (x)] .  
xeD(f) 
The following lemma can easily be proved. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let f, g ~oq-, then 
(1) V(f  × g) = V(f)"  V(g); 
(2) f <g  =~ V(f) < V(g). 
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DEFINITION. A tree f is regularly branched iff for all x ~ D( f )  
i = 1, 2,..  f-e(x) ~ q~ implies # [f-i(x)] = v~(f). 









~,~(f; x) :/~ 0 ~ ~'i(f; x) = ~'i(f) and ~'i(f; x) = 0 <:~ f - i (x)  = 
i~N and x~D( f ) .  
v~(f) = r l ( f )  and v,(f)  = 7,(f)  "v i - l ( f )  for i = 2, 3 ..... 
vi(f)  = I-I~=l 7'j(f) for i = 1, 2, 3,.... 
We show that v~(f; x) = Yk(f; x ) .  v~_~(f) for all x e D( f )  and 
(vk(f; x) :=  #[f-~(X)], Vo(f) :=  1) 
vk(f; X) = #[{x' • D(f )  I fk(x ') = x}] 
= F~ #[ f -~- ' (x ' ) ]  = v~_M)  • 
x'e/-l(x) 
f-c~-l)(x,)#¢ 




Now, all the statements of the lemma can be verified easily. 
COROLLARY. I f  f is a tree, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) f is regularly branched; 
(b) ~, i ( f ;x )~O~, , ( f ;x )=~, i ( f )  foral l  xeD( f )  and i~N;  
r - rH( / )  t ~c~ 
(c) #[D( f ) ]  = l i i=l  7i(J). 
3.4. The Embedding Theorem 
Now we present he most important result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. (Embedding Theorem). I f  f and g are trees and g is 
regularly branched, then g realizes f iff I ' ( f )  ~ F(g). 
Because of its length the proof is given in the appendix. 
Another important theorem is the existence theorem for regularly branched 
trees. 
THEOREM 3.4.2. Let FOe N °° with 7i ° >~ o for all i E M and ~,i ° > 1 ~i+1 
only for a finite set of indices i, then there exists one, and by Theorem 3.4.1 up to 
isomorphism only one, regularly branched tree R(T '°) with FIR(F°)] -~ 1,o. 
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Proof. Let n be the largest index for which 7,~ ° :7~ 1. Then, for S O : = {(0)}, 
S~ := {(i~ ,..., i~) [ 1 ~< ik < ~,o, 0 ~< it < yjo (j  = 1,..., k --  1)} 




S~ c~ Sj = ¢ for i : / : j ;  
#(So) = 1, 
/e--1 
#(Sk) = (~,k ° 1). 17[ y o (h = 1 ..... n). 
i=1  
n S Define D:----(Jk=o k andf :D~D by f( i )  :=  (0) for ( i )~S oUS1,  
f( i l  ,..., i,) :=  (i s ,..., i,) for (i 1 ,..., i~) ~ Sk, k ) 2. 
One verifies easily that 
(3) #(D)  = I-I~=1 Yk °, f~  J - ;  
(4) ei(f) = ~,o for all i. 
From this the statements of the theorem follow immediately. 
3.5. Corollaries 
There are some interesting corollaries of these two theorems. 
TI-IEOR~M 3.5.1. I f  ~ C_ 3" is a finite nonempty set of trees, then there exists 
one and up to isomorphism only one regularly branched tree R(~)  with the 
properties 
(1) ~- ~ R(o~-); 
(2) I f  g ~ 3- is regularly branched and o~ <<. g, then R(~)  <~ g. 
Proof. Consider the regularly branched tree R(~) := R[F(~)]. By 
Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we get ~" ~< R(~) .  I fg  • ~7- is regularly branched 
and ~" ~< g, then F(~')  ~ F(g), and by Theorem 3.4.1 we get R(~') ~< g. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.5.2. Let f and g be regularly branched trees. Then there hold the 
following statements: 
(i) f -~ g~l ' ( f )  = F (g)~ V(f) - V(g); 
(2) R[F(U)] -~ f,. F[R(U)] = r( f ) .  




f~g<:>f<~g and g~f  
-~- (by theorem 3.4.1) F(f)  ~ F(g) and /~(g) ~< if(f) 
<¢- F(f)  = F(g) 
~¢- (by lemma 3.3.2) V(f) = V(g). 
follows from (1) by Theorem 3.4.1. 
THEOREM 3.5.3. Let f, g, h ~ ~--, g ~= ¢ and h regularly branched, then 
f × g ~ h × g implies f ~ h. 
Proof. Note that F(f)  . l~(g) ~- F( f  × g) = F(h × g) = F(h) .F(g); 
therefore/'(f) ----/'(h). By Theorem 3.4.1 we get f  ~< h. Furthermore: 
#[D(f)] -- #[D(f  × g)] #[D(h × g)] 
#[D(g)] -- #[D(g)] -- #[D(h)], 
and thusf  ~ h. 
3.6. The PN-Separation of an Autonomous Automaton 
To an autonomous automaton f we assign a family o~(f) of trees by 
following the procedure in Section 3.2. Define fb := R[~(f)]  (by 
Theorem 3.5.1). Now the next lemma is easy to see. 
LEMMA 3.6.1. 
(1) (fo)  
(2) ( f  X g)b &fb X gb 
(3) f <~ g ~ fb <~ gb 
Thus, we get 
( fe  C/); 
(f, g e a);  
(f, g e a).  
THEOREM 3.6.1. For any f ~ ~ there hold the following statements: 
(1) f <fb × f~; 
(2) f <g,  g~Cl ~ f~ <-%.gb, f~ <~g~. 
Proof. We have to show that f ~ f~ × f~. To any x ~ D(f~) there exists 
a monomorphism ¢~ :f~---~fb. Let h(y), for y ~ D(f~), be the smallest 
nonnegative integer withf~(V)(y) = x. 
Now define ¢ :f--+fb ×f~ by 
¢(y) :----- (¢l~(~)(v)(y),f;n(~)[fn(~)(y)]) 
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for y ~ D(f) .  Then ¢ is a monomorphism. If f 4 g, then F( f )  4/'(g); 
therefore, fb ~ go • This completes the proof. 
Now we consider a finite nonempty set ~" of autonomous automata. To ~z- 
we assign a regularly branched tree ~ by ~ := R[/'(~-b)] (~b as in 
Section 3.2). 
In an analogous way we wish to assign a permutation ~ to ~.  Every 
permutation p can be uniquely written in the form 
p ~ ~ a~. N, 
v=l 
a~ ~: 0 only for a finite set of indices, a~ ~ 77+ for v = 1, 2, 3 ..... By [v] we 
denote the cycle of length v. If p ~ Z.~I av" [~] and q ~ ~v~l b~. [v] are 
two permutations, then p ~ q iff a, ~ b, for all v. 
For p and q define 
lcm(p, q) := ~ (max{a,, b,}). [v]. 
Then we get: 
(1) p, q ~ lcm(p, q). 
(2) I f r  is a permutation withp, q ~ r, then lcm(p, q) ~ r. 
The notion of lcm can easily be extended to finite sets of permutations. 
Now define a permutation ~ by 
,~  : = lcm{f~ i f  E ~-}. 
Then we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6.2. For a finite nonempty set ~ of autonomous automata there 
holds 
(1) ~<J~x~;  
(2) ~~<g, geC~ <<g~, ~ <~g~. 
4. MINIMAL LINEAR REALIZATIONS 
4.1. In the following sections we wish to show the fact that I is a minimal 
linear realization o f f  iff Ib, l~ are minimal inear realizations offb , f~. 
We first state a well-known result. 
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THEOREM 4.1.1. / f  I ~ £-eK, then 
(1) l~  l~, x l~ 
(2) g , l~e&.  
4.2. As a corollary of Theorem 4.1.1 we get: 
THEOREM 4.2.1. Any minimal inear realization of a permutation (tree) is 
a permutation (tree). 
Proof. Let l ~ 2~°ic and f ~< l. 
I f f i s  a permutation, thenf  -=f~ ~ l~ ~ l; therefore, l~ ~ l. 
I f f  is a tree, then f ~ fb ~< l0 ~< l; therefore, Ib ~ l. 
An analogous theorem holds for D minimality. 
THEOREM 4.2.2. Any D-minimal inear realization of a permutation (tree) 
is a permutation (tree). 
Proof. Use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. The 
isomorphism l~ ~ l follows from D-minimality of l. 
These two theorems can easily be extended to finite sets of permutations 
or trees. 
4.3. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. For an autonomous automaton f the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) I is a minimal inear realization off; 
(2) lb , l~ are minimal inear realizations of f~ , f~ . 
Proof. Let l be a minimal linear realization of f, and let f~ ~ 1~ ~< l~ 
and fb ~ [0 ~ Ib for a linear permutation [9 and a linear tree lb. Then 
f ~ [~ × [b ~</~ × lb = 1; therefore, [~ × [b ~ l. Thus 
l~, ~ (i~ x r~), =~ i~, and lo --~ (i~ x i~)~ --~ i~. 
Now let l~, l b be minimal linear realizations of f~ and fb, and let 
f ~ [ ~ l~ × l~, [~ ~K.  Thenf~ ~< [b ~ 16 and f~ < [~ ~< l~ ; therefore, 
[b ~- lb and [~ ~ l~. Hence, [ ~ l~ × Ib = I. 
We extend this theorem to finite sets of autonomous automata. 
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THEOREM 4.3.2. For a finite nonempty set o~" of autonomous automata the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) l is a minimal linear realization of ~;  
(2) Ib, l~ are minimal linear realizations of ~b,  ~ .  
4.4. An analogous theorem can be shown for D-minimal inear realizations. 
THEOREM 4.4.1. For a finite nonempty set ~ of autonomous automata the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) l is a D-minimal linear realization of o~; 
(2) lb, l~ are D-minimal linear realizations of o~b, ~.  
Proof. Without any loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the 
case #(~)  = 1, ~- = {f}. Let l, [9, [~ be D-minimal inear realizations o f f ,  
f , ,  fb.  Then dim K [8 ~ dimK l~ and dimK [9 ~ dimK l~. From this we get 
dimK(/b × [9) ~< dimx(lb × l~) ---- dim x 1. Hence, dimK ([b × [9) = dimK (l). 
From this the statement of the theorem follows immediately. The converse 
can be shown in an analogous way. 
5. LINEAR TREES 
5.1. In this section we discuss linear trees. The main result will be that the 
(D-) minimal linear realization of a tree is, up to isomorphism, uniquely 
determined. 
First we give some statements on prototrees and linear trees. 
DEFINITION. A tree f is a prototree iff f is regularly branched and, for 
x ~ D(f), vl(f; x) ---- 0 implies fms)-l(x) 5& B(f)  (Guan [3]). 
THEOREM 5.1.1. Let f be a regularly branched tree. Then there hold the 
following statements: 
(1) f is a prototree iff vj(f) = [vl(f)]J for j = 1,..., H(f). 
(2) l f  f is a prototree and vl(f) = ps far p a prime and s ~ O, then f is 
GF(pO-linear. 
Now let K be the Galois field GF(q). If f is a prototree with vl(f) = q, 
then we cal l f  the K-prototree of height h (H(f) = h) and we write f = bK, n . 
(The K-prototree of height h is up to isomorphism uniquely determined.) 
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For q = q,i and K '  = GF(q') there holds 
bK, n ~ b~,,~ X "'" X bK,,~ =:  i(bK,,h ). 
i t imes  
By the Jordan theorem we get the following fact. 
THEOREM 5.1.2. A tree f is K-lineariff -~ f l  × f2 × "'" x f~withs >~ 1 
and fi  K-prototrees for i = 1, 2 , . ,  s. 
COROLLARY 1. Every K-linear tree f is regularly branched. There exist 
integers al,  a2 ,..., with 7i(f)  = q"~ [i = 1, 2,...; q = #(K)] .  
COROLLARY 2. Every K-linear tree f has an unique representation 
f-~a~(bx,1 ) X a~(bx,2 ) X "'" X amf'(bK.Htf)) 
with di >/0 for i = 1, 2,..., H( f ) .  
5.2. Now we study the connection between the exponents di in Corollary 2 
of Theorem 5.1.2 and the ramification. 
LEMMA 5.2.1. 
integers. Then, for 
there holds 
Let K = GF(q) and dl , d2 , d3 ,... a sequence of nonnegative 
A ~- a~(bra) × "'" × ah(bx,n), 
~--I . h 
vi(fh ) = qY,~=la'aa+~-za=laa 
The proof is a simple inductive argument. 
(i = 1 ..... h). 
5.3. Now we get the announced result. 
THEOREM 5.3.1. To any tree f there exists one and (up to isomorphism) 
only one l ( f )  ~ ~LPK for which 
(1) f < l(f);  
(2) f < l, l e ze~ ~ l( f)  < 1. 
Furthermore we get 
(3) l ( f )  ~ l(fb), H[l(f)] = H(f ) .  
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Proof< Let K = GF(q) and #[D( f ) ]  > 1. 
Consider F(f). Let the integers k1 ,..., kH(~) be defined by 
q~'-* < 7,(f) ~ qk, [i = 1 . . .  H( f ) ] .  
Then  we get qh >/qk~ >/ ... >/qkH(n >/ 2. 
Now consider the matrix 
A = 
that is A = (ai~) 
det(A) = 1. 
Now let 
be the solution of 
(i11 1 1) 1 2 2 "" 2 2 
2 3 ... 3 3 
2 3 ... H ( f ) - - I  H ( f ) - - i  
2 3 ... H ( f ) - - I  H(f)  
and ai~ = min{i, j} [i,j = l ..... H ( f ) ] .  Then  we get 
O:  d~ 
(t) 
A • 0 = ka + k 3 +ks  • 
k~ + k2 +"'" + kH~)/ 
I t  is easy to see that d, ~ Z and d, ) 0 for i = 1, 2 ..... H(f). Define l(f) ~ .LP x
by 
l(f) := al(bxa ) × a~(bK.~) × .-. × am',(bK,mt)). 
By Lemma 5.2.1 we get 7i(l(f)) = qk~ [i = 1, 2 ..... H ( f ) ] .  Th is  means 
l(f) ~ R([q ~, qe* ..... q~mt,, 1, 1,...]). 
F rom this we get f <~ l(f). 
1 Parts of the proof are given in Gill [1]. 
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By the choice of the ki we get (2); therefore, the uniqueness of l(f), and (3) 
and (4). 
The theorem above can easily be extended to finite nonempty sets of trees. 
APPENDIX 
We have to prove the embedding theorem: 
"If f and g are trees and g is regularly branched, 
thenf <~ g iyF ( f )  <~ I~(g). '' 





I f  f is a regularly branched tree of height h and the tree f(k) is 
D(f(~)) :=  f-k[B(f)] 
ffk)(x) :=  f(x) for x E D(f(~)), 
then f (k) is regularly branched for all k = 1, 2,..., h. 
Now we prove the theorem, showing the following statement by an 
inductive argument: 
"To any k ---- O, 1, 2 , . ,  H( f )  there exists a monomorphism Ck :f(k)__+g 
for which 
(a) y,(f; x) ~< yi(g; ~b~(x)) for all x ~ D(f(, k') and i = 1, 2 ..... H( f ) ;  
(b) ¢~+i ]h ( f  (~)) = ¢~ "" 
h = 0: Define ¢0 by ¢o(B(f)) = B(g). 
Then 7~(f; B(f)) ~ 7~(f) ~ 7~(g) = 7~(g; B(g)) since g is regularly 
branched. 
Now let us assume that the statement holds for k < H(f). We will show 
that it holds for k + 1. Let S~ I :=  D(f  (k)) -- D(ffk-1)). 
Consider the sets 
Li • :~--~ {X' ef- l(X) ] 7i(f; x') =2(= 0} 
and 
Mi x':= {Y' eg-l[•k(x)] [ 7i(g;Y') @ 0} 
for i = 1, 2 ..... H(f)  and x e S,  I. 
64:3/I6/I-6 
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(A) ASSERTION. #(L i  ~) ~.~ #(Mi*). 
Proof. If #(Li  ~) :~: 0 and x' eL i  ~, then f (x ' )  = x, and there exists xl' , 
x 2' for which f (x l '  ) = x' and f i - l (xa '  ) ~ xl'. Then there exist x' and x" 
(= x2' ) for whichf(x')  = x andf ' (x" )  ~- x', that is 
We get 
Furthermore it is 
x' e f -X(x)  ~ f i [D( f ) ] .  
#(L,  ~) ~ ~,,+~(f; x). ( .)  
Vi+l(g; ¢~(x)) = v i (g)"  #(M~ ~) 
since g is regularly branched. We get 
#(3//~) ~< r¢+~(g; ¢~(x)). (**) 
From (,) and (**) the assertion follows immediately. 
(B) Define, for x e S~ t, 
- JL~(~) -- {x} for j = H( f ) ,  Lj x : -~- 
| 
tL ~ -- L ~ for 1 ~< j < g( f ) .  
[Note: x ~Lff for j = 1, 2 , . ,  H( f ) .  But this is of interest only in the case 
x = B(f).] 
Now we get 
and 
f - l (x )  =: L1 ~ ~ L2 ~ ~ ... ~_ L~(I) 
g-liCk(x)] = 3//1 * D_ M, • D. . .  D M~U ) . 
From this it follows that 
/ ,~ ~/~j~ = ~ for i :fi: j 




for h ---- 0, l, 2,..., H( f ) .  
There exist injective mappings 
• LH( D ---)- ¢H(I) i~r(1 ) - -  {¢~(x)} 
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and 
A--1 
¢~, -~ :/-~(,)-a --+ M~,,)-a - -  {¢k(x)} - -  U ¢~;~)-j[L~r(,)-,.] 
j=O 
for x e Sk I and h = 1, 2,..., H( f )  - -  1. 
Proof. We show the assertion by induction on A. 
A = 0 : #ILk(j)]  ~ #[M~(y) - -  {¢k(x)}] 
because x eL~(]) iff ¢~(x) e 34~(s) .
Assume the assertion holds for A - -  1 < H( f )  - -  1. Then we get: 
A--1 





= ~ #(¢?~,.,_~[L;~(.)_~]) 
j=O 
#[M~(f) -a - -  {¢k(x)}] - -  # ~rr(j)-~[ ~(s)-~'] by (A) 
: # ~ - -  {¢~(x)} - -  [L~/ 
(Y)-a (f)- J  (S)-J " 
1=0 
M ~ 
eL~(._~ ~ G(x) e M?~(._~ .) 
(D) Now define ¢k+1 by 
tCk(x ) for x ~ D[f(k)], 
¢/~+l(X) :=  t¢ j ' (x) for x 
It  is obvious that ¢k+1 is injective and ¢~+1 [D( f  (k)) = 4"k. 
f For x e Sk+ 1 we get 
g[G+l(x)] = g[¢~(~),~(x)] 
= ¢~[f(x)] 
= Ck+l[f(x)] 
Thus ¢~+1 is a homomorphism. 
(for some j)  
(by construction) 
since f (x )  ~ D[f(k)]. 
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If x ~L~(% then ~+l(x) ~ M~(~); therefore, 
0 @ 7i(f; x) <<. 7i(f) 
< 7,(g) 
= 7i(g; Ck+l(x)) since g is regularly branched. 
This completes the proof of the embedding theorem. 
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